WORKS CONTRACT PROCUREMENT NOTICE

Construction of a new Temporary Accommodation Centre (TAC) for asylum seekers in Abovyan city in Armenia

Republic of Armenia

1. Publication reference
   ICMPD/20.008/WOR/MIBMA/TAC/ARM

2. Procedure
   International open tender procedure

3. Programme title
   Support to Migration and Border Management in Armenia (MIBMA)

4. Financing
   Several projects

5. Contracting authority
   INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR MIGRATION POLICY DEVELOPMENT (ICMPD)

6. Contract description
   Construction of a new Temporary Accommodation Centre (TAC)

7. Indicative number and titles of lots
   One lot

8. Intended timing of publication of the tender
   April 2020
9. Additional information

Not applicable

10. Legal basis


Remarks:

There must be a minimum period of 30 calendar days between the publication of this procurement notice and the publication of the corresponding Invitation to Tender.

No applications or requests for further information should be sent at this stage.

Leandro Chaar Ferreira (Mr.)
Procurement Officer

On behalf of:
Frederic Brimbal (Mr.)
Corporate Resources Management
Procurement Manager